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1> In which classic story would you meet a farm dog named Kep?
a. The Sword and the Stone
b. The Jungle Book
c. Peter Pan
d. The Tale of Jemima Puddle-Duck
2> What is Tootle?
a. A car
b. An owl
c. A dog
d. A train
3> In the classic rhyme Little Boy Blue, where are the cows?
a. In the barn
b. Over the hill
c. Lost in the woods
d. In the corn
4> According to the famous rhyme, who ran away the spoon?
a. The knife
b. The cup
c. The dish
d. The fork
5> Where does Scuffy the Tugboat live?
a. Bay Port

b. Anchor Bay
c. Breakwater Beach
d. Harbortown
6> In the original version of Beauty and the Beast, what does the father take
from the beast?
a. A ribbon
b. A gold coin
c. A rose
d. A gown
7> In the original version of Sleeping Beauty, what puts the princess to sleep?
a. A mushroom
b. A glass of wine
c. A peach
d. A spindle
8> In which story would you read about the characters Rat, Mole and Toad?
a. The Last Unicorn
b. Tom Sawyer
c. Wind in the Willows
d. Thumbelina
9> Whom is Merlin supposed to teach?
a. Henry
b. Robin
c. George
d. Arthur
10> Which character uses fairy dust to fly?
a. Santa Claus
b. Aladdin
c. Dumbo
d. Peter Pan

11> What is the name of the princess in the Paper Bag Princess?
a. Victoria
b. Sarah
c. Elizabeth
d. Margret
12> In which children's story would you read about Jo, Bessie and Fanny?
a. The Lion the Witch and the Wardrobe
b. The Faraway Tree
c. Alice in Wonderland
d. The Tales of Peter Rabbit
13> What kind of creature is the main character in The Gruffalo?
a. A mouse
b. A turtle
c. A fox
d. A swan
14> What kind of animal comes to Sophie's house for tea?
a. A dragon
b. A tiger
c. An elf
d. A hedgehog
15> What does the Hungry Caterpillar eat on the first day?
a. A tuna sandwich
b. A maple leaf
c. A hamburger
d. An apple
16> Which river do Huckleberry Finn and his friend Jim sail on?
a. The Amazon
b. The Nile
c. The Congo
d. The Mississippi

Answers:
1> The Tale of Jemima Puddle-Duck - Kep helps Jemima drive away the fox.
2> A train - Tootle is a story about a young locomotive.
3> In the corn - According to the rhyme, the sheep are in the meadow and the
cows are in the corn.
4> The dish - This line is from the rhyme Hey Diddle Diddle.
5> Harbortown - Scuffy the Tugboat is a Little Golden Book.
6> A rose - He wants to give the rose to his daughter.
7> A spindle - The young princess pricks her finger on a spindle and falls asleep.
8> Wind in the Willows - 'Wind in the Willows' was written by Kenneth Grahame.
9> Arthur - Merlin taught the young King Arthur.
10> Peter Pan - 'Peter Pan' was written by J. M. Barrie.
11> Elizabeth - Elizabeth is supposed to marry Prince Roland.
12> The Faraway Tree - The young girls find a magical tree in the forest.
13> A mouse - This story is about a mouse's walk through the woods.
14> A tiger - This tale is told in 'A Tiger Who Came to Tea'.
15> An apple - On the second day, he eats two pears.
16> The Mississippi - Jim is a runaway slave.
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